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Abstract

Purpose: This study aimed to determine the legal terminology phenomenon in the context of modern legal system evolution.

Methodology: In the present research different general scientific methods and ways of logical cognition are used. Analysis and synthesis methods were applied for the studying purpose of legal terminology entity and also its conversion to a legal terminological system.

Result: On the basis of the Russian legal system periodization stages of the legal terminological system forming were marked out. In the present context the attention to logical and legal circumstances that directly influence emergence of legal terms is paid. These terms serve as premises for legal terminological systems appearing: need to express an entity of the new legal phenomenon or process; need for its language denomination, visualization, and, respectively, systematic conversion of a legal idea to legal standard. Evolution features of a legal terminological system in terms of its consecutive change occurring under the influence of two factors are investigated: terminological continuity and differentiation.

Applications: This research can be used for the universities, teachers and education students.

Novelty/Originality: In this research, the model of the legal terminology phenomenon in the context of modern legal system evolution is presented in a comprehensive and complete manner.
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INTRODUCTION

The legal terminology is of particular importance for legal acts formulation and for modern legal system development. The preparation of any legal act is firstly connected with legal terms using reflecting the maintenance of the corresponding concept that designates the legal phenomena and processes. The use of terms is always the most effective way of information delivery that is contained in legal rules to each specific addressee.

The exact and explicit use of legal terms plays an important role in the prevention of legal rules deformation also. Mistakes in legal terms use in legal acts can be the reason for infringement of rights and freedoms of citizens and for political and legal collisions prerequisites.

The real knowledge of the legal phenomena and processes entity is possible by means of the deep legal concepts analysis expressed by legal terms; it also includes features studying in the context of right. The legal term is the visible object written in the legal source, has specific legal meaning, indirectly by means of a legal concept, and reflects the legal phenomenon or process entity. Each user while facing the certain term fixed in this or that law source, has specific legal meaning, indirectly by means of a legal concept, and reflects the legal phenomenon or process entity. Each user while facing the certain term fixed in this or that law source finds out new research possibilities find right common features. It is possible to say that the legal terminology is something that helps to study out the entity of legal system. So the legal terminology, also as well as the legal concepts expressed with its help, and, respectively, the explained legal phenomena and processes, represents a full informative part of the legal system. It is an irreplaceable component of legal reality.

METHODS

In present research different general scientific methods and ways of logical cognition are used. Analysis and synthesis methods were applied for the studying purpose of legal terminology entity and also its conversion to a legal terminological system. Application of legalistic, historical, comparative and legal methods allowed carrying out the analysis of legal terminological system formation process in conditions of legal system evolution. The system, structural, functional, formal and logical approaches were used for the identification of system and logical features of legal terminology functioning in the context of modern legal system development.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The legal terminology research allows looking widely at its importance in the legal system theory, on its role in modern Russian legal system development. Now the legal terminology problems theoretical research is traditionally conducted within the legal methods in interrelation with other aspects of the analysis of form and content of laws and other regula-
tions. At the same time, in our opinion, the settled perception of legal terminology only as means of the legal method reflects the narrow approach to its meaning for the legal system, insufficient for an effective solution of the existing terminological problems which are present at the official text. The legal terminology has to be considered widely, as an independent all-legal phenomenon and to be perceived as the integral element of legal reality. Let's say a little metaphorically that the legal terminology has the same value for the legal system as, for example, clothes have for people, as it is impossible to live without it in the modern society.

The legal terminology is characterized by system properties. In the philosophical sense, according to one of the founders of the general theory of systems Ludwig von Bertalanffy, the system is a "complex of the elements which are in interaction" (Kong, Hoi, 2010; Kremin A.E., Gulin K.A., 2017). We believe that the legal terminological system can be presented as a structurally ordered set of the terms used in legal language, existing in interrelation and interdependence cyclic in its development.

Each legal phenomenon or process appearing as its conceptual basis expressed by means of legal terms. Adolf Wach wrote that "as a child does not want to have a new name … the same it is about new legal terms creation. This term should make content distinct; also it should express concept entity and legal value if it is possible. The coin should have original stamping and size and should correspond to lettering. In this case it becomes important, irreplaceable supplement for our image" (Rybakov V.A., 2015; Solovyev S.G., 2012).

Timelines of legal terminological system formation correspond to the periods of Russian legal system development. It may be overviewed on the example of Russian legislation terminological system formation which formation cyclicity directly depends on historical stages of domestic legal system development. While features research of Russian legislation terminology formation in time, on the basis of the various points of view analysis, we considered as a basis an idea of V.N. Sinukov who allocated five periods of legal system development according to its "state" changes:

1. The Russian legal system formation that corresponds to the Old Russian territorial state (the 9-13th centuries);
2. The legal system of the Moscow state (the 14-17th centuries);
3. The legal system of the Russian Empire (18 - the beginning of the 20th centuries);
4. The Soviet legal system (the 20-80s of the 20th century);

The most significant stages of legal terminology formation correspond to the allocated periods of the legal system development. Therefore we believe that this periodization, despite its relativity (as for any periodization) can be used also in relation to the general legal terminological system. In our opinion, the last development stage could be called modern instead of Post-Soviet.

Besides we would like to note that the Russian legal terminological system formation needs to be connected with written sources of law appearing. Moreover, the term has to be visualized, defined, its system characteristics should be accurately overviewed. That's why while making periodization of the general legal terminological system it is important to connect it with such sources.

Based on the foregoing it is possible to name five periods of legal terminological system development. It is the legal terminological system fixed in written sources of law:

- The Old Russian territorial state (the 9-13th centuries);
- The Moscow state (the 14-17th centuries);
- The Russian Empire (18 - the beginning of the 20th centuries);
- The USSR (20-80s of the 20th century);
- Modern Russia (the end of the 20th century – the present time).

In the context of the modern Russian legal system evolution it is important to establish logical and legal circumstances that directly influence on appearing of concepts and terms expressing them, so, it is a prerequisite for legal terminological system appearing. In our opinion it is possible to make out two following circumstances:

- Need to express an entity of the new legal phenomenon or process (Shelton, D. (Ed.). (2003));
- Need for its language designation, visualization and systematic conversion of legal thought to rule of law respectively.

The interrelation of the legal phenomena and processes with concepts and terms appearing existed all the time. For example, during the Old Russian territorial state formation there was a need to define types of crime, and in the Russkaia Pravda (book of legal rules the Old Russian state) the corresponding terminology appeared: "ubit" (murder), "tatba" (theft), "vynut mech" (assault to murder). There was a need to describe hereditary relations. Such terms as "rukopisani" (will),
"otmorshina" (hereditary succession), "priakznoe" (testamentary succession), "zhivot" (movable things), "otchina" (chose transitory) were written in the text of the Pskov court document (regulatory legal act that regulated civil law relations in the Old Russian state).

In written sources of law of the Moscow state for the description of the new legal phenomena and processes such terms as "witnesses" (Law Book of 1497), "votchina" (ancestral lands) (Law Book of 1550), "chapman", "bill of sale" (Council code of 1649) appeared.

The legal terminological system formation fixed in written sources of law of the Russian Empire is characterized by appearing of such terms as, for example, "real thing", "movable property" (Peter's the First decree on primogeniture of 1714), "property" (The codebook of the Russian codebook).

During the Soviet period in various legal sources the phenomena and processes terms of that era appeared: "People's Court" (The Civil Code of the Russian FSFSR of 1922), "crime against state" (The Criminal code of RSFSR of 1922), "personal ownership" (The Constitutional Document of the USSR of 1936), "non-labour income" (The Civil Code of the Russian FSFSR of 1964) (Sultanbekova, Z., Yergobek, K., Atemova, K., & Koshenova, T. 2018). In this regard, the legal terminology fixed in written sources of the modern law represents no more than next cycle of legal terminological system development which is also connected with public relations updating. Also implementation in various legal acts of such new terms as "commercial bribery", "illegal enterprise" (The Criminal code of the Russian Federation), "commercial representation office" (The Civil Code of the Russian Federation), etc. is a consequence of it.

The issue of legal terms definition, definitions appearing in various legal sources occurs to be very interesting in the context of modern legal system evolution. At the same time, for example, Gaudemet E. notes that definitions "can slow down any legal thought development and limit hard legal rules interpretation" (Matandare, M. A. 2018). Carbonnier J. believes, "definitions are not the legislator but the doctrine deal, for the legislator it is not fit" (6, p. 67). In our point of view, modern legal acts are impossible without definitions. That's why term definitions must be and are also needed in them. Anecdotal evidence suggests "with time each term in legal context has its special field of meanings that is different from the everyday speech" (Nazoktabar, H., & Tohidi, G. 2014). In other words, terms become legal by means of definitions, and it must be borne in mind.

Legal terminological system evolution, in our point of view, needs to be overviewed as the process of consecutive change that happens under the influence of two factors: terminological continuity and differentiation.

In the context of law development, N. Nenovski distinguishes two types of continuity "in vertical direction" (in time) and "in horizontal direction" (in space). In his opinion continuity in time means that elements are kept the same while the change to new qualitative conditions of the same national legal system. Continuity in space takes into consideration past legal experience of other states (Kuznetsova, E. 2019). This concept can be applied to a legal terminological system (Sinclair, M. B. (1993)).

So, terminological continuity "in vertical direction" means terms saving while changing from one legal terminological system (a subsystem within the general system) to another within development of the Russian legal language, and continuity "in horizontal direction" means that the elements used in legal terminology are perceived by the domestic terminological system of by means of reception. At the same time "in vertical direction" continuity has to correspond to "in horizontal direction" continuity. Introducing the new borrowed legal terms, it is possible to modernize the existing terminological system, and to create an additional element in it additional (that can be excess). Montesquieu Ch. fairly noticed that "laws should not be farfetched at all: they are done for people with middle brain" (Lima, A., Mendes, D., & Paiva, S. 2018). That's why it's important to be careful while borrowing terms into the legal text (Ewald, W. (1995)).

However, there are examples when legal acts draftspersons initially had a task to prepare the document only for a certain part of society that has the corresponding professional education. For example, draftspersons of the German Civil Code of 1900 consciously wanted to "to draft the civil popular code not available to every person, but for lawyers as an especially legal work …". While preparing the modern Civil code of the Netherlands of 1992 the same model was used: its main ideologist E. Meyers had a goal to prepare code for scientists, but not the code for everyone. We would like to notice that this idea was carried out and the Civil code of the Netherlands is really very difficult and abstract. Of course, this approach that is called "German" has desert right of existence. At the same time in our opinion it has to be hardly much-in-demand for Russian lawmaking (Torres, G. (1990)).

Another factor of legal terminological system evolution is terminological differentiation. Taking into account evolution features of any new system it is possible to reveal such trends: inside the system, there is the difference between qualitative and identical elements (elements that make the system) that becomes stronger hereafter, it means that differentiation happens. It is peculiar for the legal terminological system also which elements differentiation is based on various models of legal terms application. So, for example, due to the fact of new branches of law formation in the Russian legal system, new terminology is formed step-by-step and taken to the relevant legal acts. Various terminological ranks, devices are established. New connections not existing before develop between them. It, finally, promotes branch terminological interpenetration. It is useful to highlight in this regard that terminological differentiation is the process of establishment and further
strengthening of difference between elements of a legal terminological system based on a branch legal terminology and various terminological ranks and devices formation (Wise, E. M. (1990)).

CONCLUSION

Modern legal terminological system formation is going very fast, reflecting the growth rates the general trends of modern legal terminological system development connected with the annual increase in number of legal acts. Most likely, it is necessary to speak about correctness of such high-speed way with some reservation as the quantity of the introduced terminological innovations not always demonstrates increase, or at least preservation, qualities of the legal text. It is logical to assume that legal terminological system formation has to go on an evolution basis: subject to time, but taking into account already-existing experience.
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